
Step 1 Pick your colors & practice in the white 

scarf template. Or use a blank sheet of 
paper for continued practice before 
moving to step 2.

Step 2 
Design your scarf template (yes,    
it’s in the big rectangle on the right!).
Remember to read the important Tips 
& Tricks on Page 2 before starting this 
step .
 

Step 3 
[Optional]: Use a marker for this step. 
Write your name or message 
in box below.  We’ll add it discreetly on 
your scarf in a color that complements 
your color palette. 

PLEASE BEGIN BY REVIEWING PAGE 2.
ALL STEPS MUST BE COMPLETED.  THANK YOU.  
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space below before designing your  
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Practice first before designing your scarf
template. Practice area is on page 1.

Design your scarf template.  Where is the template?
Wow, you ask good questions!  Your scarf template
 is on page 1.

Step 2 

Personalize your scarf!  You have the option of 
adding your name or special message to your 
scarf.  Where do you do this? Yes, you guessed it!
On page 1.

Step 3 

Select your scarf qty, enter contact information, 
and make payment (below).

Step 4 

A Blank Canvas Template- Large Size Scarf

$49       x                 = 

Subtotal

 

CO residents: add
  7.65% sales tax

1-2 scarves: Add $3.95 shipping

3-5 scarves: Add $4.95 shipping
6+ scarves: Add $6.95 shipping

Total

2.  Check - Make checks payable to: 
      24 west lemon, then mail check with
      template.

Name: 

Street address:

City:                          State:         Zip:

Large rectangle

Email: 

Step 1 

Please complete all steps:

Note order # here:

Mail completed template
(both pages) to:
24 west lemon
999 Vallejo Street #4T
Denver, CO 80204

PAGE 2

Then mail template to us.

What Scarf will you Dream Up?

   Qty      =            SubtotalPrice     xScarf Size

Two payment options:

1. Credit Card - visit www.24westlemon.com.  
    Select ‘Order My Scarf’ & proceed to 
    check-out.

Thank you!

This template lets you create a scarf from 
scratch!  FUN!

Important Tips & Tricks:
-  You are designing your entire scarf.  We do
    not add a background color like we do on the 
    pre-formed templates. So what you design 
    on your blank template, is what you will see
    on your scarf.

- Remember to bring your art all the way to the 
   edges.

- Rulers: We will increase the size of your art to 
   fit on the scarf. Refer to the rulers on the
   template (page 1).  The rulers give you an idea
   of the actual size your art will be on your scarf. 
   
   If you are creating an abstract design the 
   rulers are not as important.  However, if you 
   are designing elements (ie. flowers, animals, 
   shapes, etc), the rulers are an fyi of the size
   that the elements will appear on your scarf.

- Feel free to use paint, markers, or colored
   pencils.  Or a combination!

- Don’t know where to start?  Check out scarves
   in our scarf gallery at 24westlemon.com or
   browse through magazines or retailer’s 
   catalogs to see colors & designs that inspire
   you.

Feeling intimidated?  Please don’t.  If you can 
dabble with paint and scribble with markers, you
can create an amazing abstract scarf design! 
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